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The FY2022 HUD Notice of Funding Availability (NOFA) has not been released as of the date of this publication. The responses in this FY2022 CoC Local Application Q&A are based on policy priorities and eligible project types from prior HUD CoC NOFA’s. When the FY2022 CoC NOFA is released and eligible project types varies from what is listed below, responses will be updated to reflect policy priorities and eligible project types as appropriate.

Q: What is the SAM registration expiration date?
A: SAM refers to the System for Award Management (SAM) and registration is required for any entity to receive federal funds. The County typically checks the registration status during funding application periods and when executing contracts/contract amendments. Agencies can search for this information by using their Unique Entity ID.

Q: When completing the demographic chart in question SR7 for employees funded through CoC, how should an Agency differentiate between full time and part time employees?
A: All positions that bill time to the grant should be reflected in the chart. Determining part time vs full time status should be specific to the position’s designation within the Agency. Other than full time employees include part time employees and temporary employees.

Q: How should an Agency complete the demographic chart in question SR7 for employees funded through CoC if an Agency does not know the race or ethnicity of their employees?
A: Please note this chart is not a threshold criterion nor a scored question. If you do not currently have this data, you may leave this chart blank.

Q: When completing the demographic chart in question SR7 for employees funded through CoC, should an Agency include staff agency wide or per project?
A: The chart should include all employees agency wide who are funded through CoC funds.